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The Concept of Law
1972

this second edition of sarah worthington s equity maintains the clear ambitions of the first it sets out the basic principles of
equity and illustrates them by reference to commercial and domestic examples of their operation the book comprehensively
and succinctly describes the role of equity in creating and developing rights and obligations remedies and procedures that
differ in important ways from those provided by the common law itself worthington delivers a complete reworking of the
material traditionally described as equity in doing this she provides a thorough examination of the fundamental principles
underpinning equity s most significant incursions into the modern law of property contract tort and unjust enrichment in
addition she exposes the possibilities and the need for coherent substantive integration of common law and equity such
integration she perceives as crucial to the continuing success of the modern common law legal system this book provides
an accessible and elementary exploration of equity s place in our modern legal system whilst also tackling the most taxing
and controversial questions which our dual system of law and equity raises

The Law of Property
1982

this title provides students with a concise and analytical overview of what the law means in an international context and an
introduction to the main institutions and mechanisms of international law

The Law of Property
1958

this invaluable introduction to the study of the conflict of laws provides a survey and analysis of the rules of private



international law as they apply in england written to take account of the various possible outcomes of the brexit process it
goes as far as is possible to make sense of the effect it will have on english private international law the volume covers
general principles jurisdiction and the effect of foreign judgments the law applicable to contractual and non contractual
obligations the private international law of property of adults the increasingly complex law of children is described in bare
outline and of corporations it does so in a manner which explains and illuminates the principles which underpin the subject
in a clear and coherent fashion as the wealth of literature case law and legislation can often obscure the architecture of the
subject and unnecessarily complicate its study this new edition organizes the existing material in light of european
legislation on private international law reflecting the way in which an accurate representation of the topic requires it to be
interpreted as european law with a common law periphery instead of common law with european legislative influences as
at the time of writing and possibly for some time to come the consequences of brexit are a mystery but the attempt is made
to describe the various possible shapes which the subject will assume in the future the book adopts a pragmatic approach
and avoids the more abstract theory as the theory of the conflict of laws is actually to be found in and by applying the
legislation and jurisprudence to the cases and issues which arise in private international litigation and in giving legal
advice

Equity
2006-08-17

written by one of the foremost experts in the area paul davies introduction to company law provides a comprehensive
conceptual introduction giving readers a clear framework with which to navigate the intricacies of company law the five
core features of company law separate legal personality limited liability centralized management shareholder control and
transferability of shares are clearly laid out and examined then these features are used to provide an organisation
structure for the conduct of business it also discusses legal strategies that can be used to deal with arising problems the
regulation of relationships between the parties and the trade offs that have been made in british company law to address
some of the conflicting issues that have arisen fully revised to take into account the companies act 2006 and including a
new chapter on international law which considers the role of european community law this new edition in the renowned



clarendon law series offers a concise and stimulating introduction to company law

An Introduction to Roman Law
1965

sketches the history of roman private law outlines its framework explains and evaluates its most characteristic and
influential features

International Law
2007-09-27

part of the clarendon law series this volume offers a concise introduction to company law it sets out the five key functions
of company law as well as examining how to maximise the benefits whilst minimising the costs of creating a company

The Conflict of Laws
2019-10-28

this fourth edition of precedent in english law presents a basic guide to the current doctrine of precedent in england set in
the wider context of the jurisprudential problems which any treatment of this topic involves such problems include the
nature of ratio decidendi of a precedentand of its binding force the significance of precedents alongside other sources of
law their role in legal reasoning and the account which must be taken of them by any general theory of law considerable re
writing has been undertaken to update case law and take account of the possibleimplications for the doctrine of precedent
of the impact of european community law making it an indispensable work of reference for readers interested in the past
history present state and future developments of english rules of precedent



Introduction to Company Law
2010-09-23

administrative law provides a sophisticated but highly accessible account of a complex area of law of great contemporary
relevance and increasing importance written in a clear and flowing style the text has been radically reorganized and
extensively rewritten to present administrative law as a framework for public administration after an exploration of the
nature province and sources of administrative law as well as the concept of administrative justice the book briefly
discusses the institutional framework of public administration the second part of the book deals with the normative
framework of public administration starting with a general discussion of administrative tasks and functions and then
examining in some detail norms relating to administrative procedure and openness decision makers reasoning processes
and the substance of administrative decisions the next topic is the private law framework provided by the law of tort
contract and restitution the third part of the book provides an account of institutions and mechanisms of accountability by
which the framework of public administration is policed and enforced judicial review and appeals by courts and tribunals
bureaucratic and parliamentary oversight and investigations by ombudsmen this part ends by considering how these
various mechanisms fit into the administrative justice system the final part of the book explores the functions of
administrative law and its impact on administration

An Introduction to the Law of Trusts
1990

fifty years on from its original publication hla hart s the concept of law is widely recognized as the most important work of
legal philosophy published in the twentieth century and remains the starting point for most students coming to the subject
for the first time in this third edition leslie green provides a new introduction that sets the book in the context of
subsequent developments in social and political philosophy clarifying misunderstandings of hart s project and highlighting
central tensions and problems in the work



An Introduction to the Law of Contract
1995

this fourth edition of precedent in english law presents a basic guide to the current doctrine of precedent in england set in
the wider context of the jurisprudential problems which any treatment of this topic involves such problems include the
nature of ratio decidendi of a precedent and of its binding force the significance of precedents alongside other sources of
law their role in legal reasoning and the account which must be taken of them by any general theory of law considerable re
writing has been undertaken to update case law and take account of the possible implications for the doctrine of precedent
of the impact of european community law making it an indispensable work of reference for readers interested in the past
history present state and future developments of english rules of precedent

Introduction to Roman Law
1921

offering a re interpretation of the central themes and problems of english constitutional law this book gives a full
consideration of the historical development of public law

Introduction to Company Law
2015

this book provides an introduction to the key elements of land law written by a leading academic in the field it covers the
core areas of modern land law giving readers an authoritative and comprehensive overview of the whole subject



Introduction to the Law of Property
1982

this text provides an introduction to discrimination law drawing on a wide variety of philosophical and legal sources the
concepts of equality and anti discrimination law are introduced in their social and historical context

Conflicts of Law and Morality
1987

here is an introduction to the intellectual challenges presented by law in the western secular tradition treating not just
british law but the whole western tradition of law professor honore guides the reader through eleven topics which straddle
various branches of the law including constitutional and criminal law property and contracts he also explores moral and
historical aspects of the law including a discussion of justice and the difference between civil and common law systems the
law honore argues is mainly concerned with the question of obedience to authority and establishing the situations in which
obedience is required and those in which it may be waived ought to be the central concern of all legal theorists

Precedent in English Law
1979-01

international law is both an introduction to the subject and a critical consideration of its central themes and debates the
opening chapters of the book explain how international law underpins the international political and economic system by
establishing the basic principle of the independence of states and their right to choose their own political economic and
cultural systems subsequent chapters then focus on considerations that limit national freedom of choice e g human rights
the interconnected global economy the environment through the organizing concepts of territory sovereignty and



jurisdiction the book shows how international law seeks to achieve an established set of principles according to which the
power to make and enforce policies is distributed among states

Administrative Law
2011

presenting a basic guide to current doctrine of precedent in england this book discusses such topics as ratio decidendi the
role of precedents in legal reasoning and their significance as a source of law this edition takes into account recent
developments and the impact of ec law

The Concept of Law
2012-10-25

this new edition of unjust enrichment by the editor of the clarendon law series is a fully updated clear and concise account
of the law of unjust enrichment it attempts to move away from the use of obscure terminology inherited from the past this
text is the first book to insist on the switch from restitution to unjust enrichment from response to event it organises
modern law around five simple questions was the defendant enriched if so was it at the claimant s expense if so was it
unjust the fourth question is then what kind of right the claimant has and the fifth is whether the defendant has any
defences this second edition was revised and updated by peter birks before his death from cancer on 6 july 2004 at the age
of 62 it represents the final thinking of the world s leading authority on the subject

Precedent in English Law
1991-06-13



what type of right is a property right how are items of property classified for legal purposes in this revised edition of
personal property law michael bridge provides answers to these fundamental questions of property law his critical analysis
includes new material on insolvency in particular the anti deprivation principle and the pari passu rule as well as
comprehensive accounts of recent case law obg v allan yearworth and datastream and statutory developments widely
considered to be the best short introduction to english personal property law bridge constructs an authoritative and
systematic summary of this complex field for readers approaching the subject for the first time it focuses on the acquisition
loss transfer and protection of interests in personal property law and specific topics include ownership and possession
treatment of the separate contributions of the common law and equity to modern personal property law discussion of
modes of transfer the means of protecting property interests the resolution of disputes concerning title to personal
property the grant of security interests and the issues arising out of the transformation and mixing of tangible personal
property

Public Law
2023

like previous editions of this book the third edition cane s introduction to administrative law provides a clear and relatively
short statement of the most important rules concerning judicial control of governmental administrative activity it also
provides a wider framework for understanding those rules this framework is provided by considering the constitutional
context of judicial control the relationship between judicial control and other mechanisms for checking administrative
activity and the impact of judicial control on the agencies subject to it what emerges clearly from considering judicial
control in this wider context is that the role of the courts in adjudicating complaints about governmental administrative
action is not that of mutual arbiter but that of active participant in the public decision making process this book provides
students and their teachers with a concise but critical analysis of the law reviews of previous editions an extremely useful
and thought provoking book public law cane s book the most recent in the clarendon law series maintains the highest
standards of its predecessor it provides the newcomer to administrative law with a clear coherent review of the subject it is
a flowing and well written text and as an introduction cane s book admirably fulfills his purpose cambridge law journal mr



cane has clarity and a sense of proportion isolating the structure of the subject such as it is bringing out important
underlying themes and discussing the major controversies with critical insights it deserves to be widely read it sets the
beginner firmly upon the right track and contains ideas and insights which would stimulate even the most hard bitten
veteran law quarterly review

An introduction to the law of contract
1981

providing an introduction to law in modern society d j galligan considers how legal theory and particularly h l a hart s the
concept of law has developed the idea of law as a highly developed social system which has a distinctive character and
structure and which shapes and influences people s behaviour the concept of law as a distinct social phenomenon is
examined through reference to and analysis of the work of prominent legal and social theorists in particular m weber e
durkheim and n luhmann galligan s approach is guided by two main ideas that the law is a social formation with its own
character and features and that at the same time it interacts with and is affected by other aspects of society in analysing
these two ideas galligan develops a general framework for law and society within which he considers various aspects
including the nature of social rules and the concept of law as a system of rules whether law has particular social functions
and how legal orders run in parallel the place of coercion the characteristic form of modern law and the social conditions
that support it implementation and compliance and what happens when laws are used to change society law in modern
society encourages legal scholars to consider the law as an expression of social relations examining the connections and
tensions between the positive law of modern society and the spontaneous relations they often try to direct or change

Land Law
2006-09-21

this book provides an accessible and engaging account of the contemporary laws of war it highlights how even though war



has been outlawed and should be finished as an institution states continue to claim that they can wage necessary wars of
self defence engage in lawful killings in war and imprison law of war detainees

Natural Law and Natural Rights
1989

offers an overview of the law of tort in britain this book also discusses topical issues such as the invasion of the privacy of
celebrities and liability for medical mishaps and industrial diseases it also covers the incorporation into english law of the
european convention on human rights

Discrimination Law
2011-05-26

what role does gender play in shaping the law and legal thinking this book provides an answer to this question examining
the historical role of gender in law and the relevance of gender to modern jurisprudence it presents a clear concise
introduction to thinking about gender issues for lawyers and law students

Personal Property Law
2002



About Law
1995

International Law
2007-09-27

An Introduction to the Law of Torts
1977

Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory
1995

The concept of law
1963



Precedent in English Law
2023

Unjust Enrichment
2005-01-13

Law in Society
1965

An Introduction to Constitutional Law
1998

Contract Theory
2007



Personal Property Law
2015

An Introduction to Administrative Law
1996-01-01

Law in Modern Society
2006-09-14

War
2021

An Introduction to Tort Law
2006



Law and Gender
2013-08-22
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